This paper shows that the poset of skew fields generated by a free algebra contains a subposet isomorphic to the lattice of all subsets of an infinite set.
ordered set will be denoted by ¿FR.
The set of epic Ä-fields (K, X) with A a one-to-one map is a subposet to be denoted by <&R. For a commutative ring, <&R either contains one element or is empty depending on whether R is or is not an integral domain. For the ring R of polynomials in noncommuting variables with coefficients in the skew field k (hereafter called a free rc-algebra), the structure is much richer. Moufang [9] in 1937 proved that &R is not empty. Neumann [10] in 1949 proved that |^ñ|^2. Amitsur [1] in 1966 proved that 'SR has a unique maximal element. Fisher [4] in 1971 proved that (SR contains infinitely many minimal elements. Cohn [2] gave a characterization for general rings in terms of sets of matrices over R called prime matrix ideals. Fisher [5] gave a characterization for general algebras R over infinite fields in terms of right Ore jR-domains and homomorphisms. the group ring kG. Let G1 and G2 be ordered groups which are isomorphic under an isomorphism a as groups (but not necessarily as ordered groups). Let Xi be the natural isomorphisms of the group rings kGt into K(Gt), i=l,2.
Hughes [8] has shown that there exists an isomorphism ß of K(G^) onto K(G2) such that ßX1=A2<x. Hence with an orderable group G we associate the (unique up to &C7-preserving isomorphism) skew field K(G). Thus for a normal subgroup H which is convex under some ordering of G, S(G, H) (~\K(G) is a local subring of K(G) which maps homomorphically onto K(GIH). Hence K(G)^K(G/H).
The proof of Theorem 1 will now be completed with the following lemma. 
Corollary.
Sr contains infinite ascending and descending chains.
